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20

Wooden objects 
Observations 
Some things are made of wood. Wood comes from trees. Many types of wood
can float in water. Unlike metals, wood does not feel cold when touched.
Wood can have a special smell, like the wood of cedar. 

Science activity 
Which things in the chart below are made of wood? Place a check mark (✔)
in the correct box in the chart. The first one has been done for you. 

Science exploration 

WoodThings Not wood

Place different woods in a
large bowl of water. Do
they all float? Do the 
activity on website 20-1.

✔
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The child learns that living things live in many
different habitats: soil, trees, water, etc. Soil should
have many small critters that can be seen with a
magnifying glass. Identify them with the underground
field guide, which can be downloaded as a pdf file from
website 18-3.

18 ✩ Animal homes 
Observations 
Animals are found in many different places. Some live in gardens, some live
in forests, others live in ponds, or in the ocean.

Science activity 
Draw a line joining each animal to the place it lives in.

Science exploration

The child will learn that a plant needs both water and
light to grow. Use commercially prepared soil, since it
is safer. Help the child with the websites. Website 17-2
is a bit sophisticated, but the growth activity should be
fun and educational.

17 ✩Thirsty plants 
Observations
All plants need water to grow. 

Science activity
Place a check mark (✔) in the box next to the plant that has not been given
the right amount of water.

Science exploration

✔

The child learns that wood usually floats in water,
though some high-lignin woods sink. Pay attention to
how high or low in the water the wood sinks. Small
pieces of wood will float higher, although the salinity
of the water also affects buoyancy. 

20 ✩ Wooden objects 
Observations 
Some things are made of wood. Wood comes from trees. Many types of wood
can float in water. Unlike metals, wood does not feel cold when touched.
Wood can have a special smell, like the wood of cedar. 

Science activity 
Which things in the chart below are made of wood? Place a check mark (✔)
in the correct box in the chart. The first one has been done for you. 

Science exploration 

WoodThings Not wood

✔
✔

✔
✔

✔

This activity introduces the child to some of the
properties of metals. The child will learn that magnets
contain metals, but not all metals are magnetic. Help
the child do the web activities. 

19 ✩Metal things ring 
Observations 
Some objects are made of metal. Metals look shiny. When you touch a 
metal object, it feels cold. Metals are used to make many things, such as the 
aluminum foil used to wrap food. They make a ringing noise when hit.

Science activity
Draw a line from each sentence on the left to the metal object 
on the right that it describes.

It is a shiny metal used 
to wrap food.

Its loud metallic sound rings 
out, catching people’s attention.

A bag of these sharp pieces 
of metal used by builders 
has a strong metal smell.

This metal tool used for 
eating feels cold to the touch.

Science exploration

aluminum
foil

steel
spoon

bronze
bell

iron
nails
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The child learns that wood usually floats in water, 
though some high-lignin woods sink. Pay 
attention to how high or low in the water  
the wood sinks. Small pieces of wood  
will float higher, although the salinity  
of the water also affects buoyancy.
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